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SUMMARY 
Results are presented of an investigation of the lateral stability 
and aileron-effectiveness char acter istics of a wing with the leading-
edge sweepback decreasing f r om 450 at the r oot to 200 at the tip. The 
wing has an aspect ratio of 4. 12 and NACA 64A009 airfoil sections and 
is equipped with a plain unsealed 18 . 3-percent - chord aileron. The 
investigation was made for the basic wing and for the wing with split 
flaps, leading-edge flaps, outboard slats, and combinations of these 
high-lift devices at a Reynolds number of about 3 . 5 X 106 . 
The effective- dihedral parameter is positive up to stull for all 
configurations investigated with a maximum value of 0 . 0033 being measured 
for the wing with split flaps deflected 60° . All the configurations 
investigated are directionally stable throughout the lift-coefficient 
range. The value of the ailer on- effectiveness parameter for all the 
configurations investigated is about 0.0010 at 85 percent of maximum 
lift coefficient and the aileron investigated can provide later al trim 
up to about 12° yaw. In gener al, the lateral- stability and aileron-
effectiveness results obtained for the subject wing are comparable to 
those obtained for essentially unswept wings . 
INTRODUCTION 
A general investigation has been conducted in the Langley full-
scale tunnel on a wing plan form designed to diminish the inherent tip -
stalling tendencies of sweptback wings . The leading- edge sweepback of 
the wing decreases in three steps f r om 450 at the root to 300 at the 
midsemispan and to 200 at the tip . The wing has an aspect ratio of 4. 12, 
-~-~~--~~~----- -
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a taper ratio ~f 0 . 36, and NACA 64A009 airfoil sections . The maximum-
lift and longttudinal characteristics of the wing at Reynolds numbers 
from 2 . 4 X 106 to 6 . 0 X 106 are reported in reference 1, and the chord-
wise and spanwise pressure distributions are given in reference 2 . The 
r esults of references 1 and 2 indicated that the wing plan form under 
consideration had characteristics comparable to those obtained for 
conventional sweptback wings of moderate sweepback . As a part of the 
general low- speed investigation, tests have been made to determine the 
lateral stability and aileron- effectiveness characteristics of the basic 
wing and of the wing with high- lift devices installed . 
The data presented herein for the lateral- stability investigation 
consist of force measurements for angles of attack through stall of the 
basic wing and of the wing with split flaps and full - sgan leading- edge 
flaps installed for angles of yaw from about _50 to 16. Data are a lso 
pre sented from tests made to determine the effectiveness of a plain 
unsealed 18 . 3-percent- chord aileron on the basic wing and on the wing 
with split flaps, leading- edge flaps, outboard slats, and combinations 
of these high- lift devices for angles of attack through stall at zero 6 
yaw . All the data ar e presented for a Reynolds number of about 3 . 5 X 10 
and a Mach number of about 0 . 07 . 
COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS 
The test data are presented as standard NACA coefficients of forces 
and moments referred to the standard stability axes as indicated in 
figure 1 . The origin of the system of axes is located in the plane of 
symmetr y as projected from the quarter chord of the mean aerodynamic 
chord . 
lift coefficient (Lift/qS) 
maximum lift coefficient 
longitudinal- force coefficient (X/qS) 
lateral- force coefficient (Y/qS) 
pitching-moment coefficient (M/qSc) 
yawing-moment coefficient (N/qSb) 
rolling-moment coefficient (L/qSb) 
wing- tip helix angle, radians 
~---- --
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Lift 
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b 
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a 
damping- in-roll coefficient; rate of change of r olling-
moment coefficient with wing- tip helix angle (dC 2) 
d~ 2V 
vertical force 
longitudinal force 
lateral force 
pitching moment about Y-axis 
yawing moment about Z- axis 
rolling moment about X- axis 
mass density of air 
free-stream velocity 
angle of sweepback at leading edge, degrees 
aspect ratio (b2 Is ) 
free-stream dynamic pressure (pv2/2) 
wing area 
to plane of 
span of wing 
taper ratio 
angular velocity about X- axis 
local chord 
spanwise coordinate 
angle of attack measured in plane of symmetry, degrees 
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angle of yaw (positive when right wing is rearward), degrees 
rate of change of lift coefficient with angle of attack) 
per degree 
r ate of change of lateral- force coefficient with angle of 
yaw, per degree 
rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with angle of 
yaw, per degree 
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of 
yaw, per degree 
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with aileron 
deflection, per degree 
aileron deflection, degrees 
split - flap deflection, degrees 
total (equal up and down) aileron deflection, degrees 
MODEL 
The geometric characteristics of the wing and the arrangement of 
the high- lift devices are given as figures 2 and 3. Photographs of the 
model mounted for tests in the Langley full - scale tunnel are given as 
figure 4. The airfoil section is the NACA 64A009 parallel to the plane 
of symmetry . The wing- tip shape is one - half of a body of revolution of 
the airfoil section. The wing has no geometric dihedral or twist. 
Further description of the wing construction and the high- lift devices 
is given in reference 1 . 
The wing is equipped with a plain unsealed l8.3 -percent - chord 
aileron located on the outer 35 percent of the right wing panel. (See 
fig. 5. ) The aileron deflections are remotely controlled by an actuator 
wi thin the wing. 
TESTS 
In or der to determine the lateral stability characteristics of the 
wing, force tests were made in yaw for the basic wing and for the wing 
with split flaps deflected 600, full - span leading- edge flap, and a 
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combination of the split and full - span leading-edge flaps. 
figurations were investigated for angles of yaw from about 
These con-
_50 to 160 
5 
. 0 
and for angles of attack from about 0 through stall. The tests in yaw 
were made with the aileron gaps sealed and faired. 
Aileron-effectiveness tests were made for the basic wing and for 
the wing with the full - span leading- edge flap, 35-percent-span leading-
edge slats, 35-percent- span leading- edge flaps, and combinations of 
these configurations with the split flaps deflected 600 • These config-
urations were tested at several pertinent angles of attack which were 
determined from inspection of the lift curves and tuft studies of 
reference 1. The aileron was located on the right wing panel only and 
was deflected through a range of ±24°. 
All the tests were made at a Reynolds number of about 3.5 x 106 
(based on the mean aerodynamic chord) and a Mach number of about 0 .07. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Presentation of Results 
The results have been corrected for the stream misalinement, blocking 
effects, and jet-boundary effects. No tests were made to determine the 
support tare and interference effects, inasmuch as all the investigations 
of wings made recently on the same wing supports have shown these effects 
to be negligible. 
The results of the tests are grouped into two main sections. The 
first section presents the lateral stability characteristics of the wing 
as determined from tests in yaw. This section includes figures 6 to 8. 
The second section presents the results of the aileron-effectiveness 
tests and includes figures 9 to 19. The summary curves of the aileron 
characteristics given in figures 9 to 11 include the aileron effectiveness 
in figure 9, the rolling and yawing moments for total aileron deflection 
in figure 10, and the rolling effectiveness f or the basic wing in 
figure 11. The basic data from the aileron-effectiveness tests for 
several wing-flap configurations are presented in figures 12 to 19. 
Static Lateral Stability Characteristics 
The lateral-stability parameters CI~' Cn~' and Cy~ for the 
basic wing and for the wing with high-lift devices installed are pre-
sented as a function of lift coefficient in figure 6 . These parameters 
were determined at zero yaw from the variations of CI, Cn, and Cy 
with * given in the typical data plots of figures 7 and 8. 
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Dihedral effect. - Positive dihedral effect is measured up to stall 
for all configurations investigated . (See fig . 6 . ) The maximum value 
of C1 for the basic wing of 0 . 0014 is increased to 0 . 0021 with the 1\1 
full - span leading- edge flap installed alone, and to 0 . 0033 with the 
split flaps installed alone . The addition of the full - span leading-
edge flaps to the latter configuration reduces the maximum value 
of CI~ to about 0 . 0026 . 
Since the angle of sweepback at the leading edge of the subject 
wing varies from r oot to tip, it is di fficult to determine a basis for 
a comparison of the results of the present tests with those obtained for 
conventional sweptback wings . The following table of CI1\I values is 
given, therefore, fo r the basic wing and wing with split flaps deflected 
(where flap span is comparable) a s a means of evaluating the l ateral 
characteristics of the wing . 
( CI 1\l) max A 
'" 
A Airfoil section Wing 6f = 0
0 6f = 60
u ( deg) 
0.0033 0 . 0043 34 0 . 44 4 . 84 ,f~ACA 0015 root NACA 23009 tip ~Reference 3 
.0038 ---- -- 30 1.00 4 . 36 ~ACA 23012 Reference 4 
. 0012 -. 0001 5 . 55 4.62 { NACA 0015 root }Refer ence 3 NACA 23009 tip 
. 0018 ----- - 0 1.00 4 . 13 NACA 23012 Reference 4 
.0014 . 0033 45 to 20 . 36 4 . 12 NACA 64A009 Subject Wing 
IAirfoil sections not parallel to plane of symmetry. 
From the foregoing data it appears that the maximum dihedral effect of 
the subject wing is comparable to that obtained for essentially unswept 
wings . 
Directional stability and l ateral force. - As shown by the curves of 
Cn given in figure 6, all the configurations investigated are direction-
* ally stabl e throughout the lift - coefficient range , and the static di rec -
tional stability incr eases wit h increasing lift coefficient up t o stall . 
- I 
-~-.- ------.--- --- ------' 
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The value of at stall incr eases from - 0.0006 for the basic wing to 
a maximum value of about -0 . 0017 for the wing with the combination of 
split and full - span leading- edge flaps installed . 
The values of the lateral- force parameter Cy~ are only slightly 
affected with increasing lift coefficient for all configurations 
investigated (fig . 6), and the effect of the split flaps is to decrease 
the value of Cy~. 
Ailer on Char acteri stics 
Aileron effectiveness .- The aileron- effectiveness parameter CIa 
for the basic wing and for the wing with the high- lift devices installed 
is presented in figure 9 . The values of CIa determined at aa ~ 00 
are derived from the basic data of figures 12 to 19 . Lift coefficients 
corresponding to 0 . 85CT. whi ch are considered representative of those 
'lllax 
usable for the landing condition ar e noted in figure 9 for purposes of 
comparison. 
For the configurat i ons wit hout the spl it f l aps installed, the 
values of CIa at 0 . 85CLmax are 0 . 0011 fo r the basic wing, 0 . 00105 for 
the wing with full-span l eading- edge flap installed, and about 0.0010 for 
the wing with the slat and 0 . 35b/2 leading- edge f l aps installed. These 
values of CIa were not appr eciably changed by the addition of split 
flaps. After the occurrence of leading- edge separ ation at the wing tips 
at angles of attack of 12 . 80 and 9 . 30 (references 1 and 2) for the basic 
wing and wing with split flaps, respectively, ther e is a rapid loss in 
aileron effectiveness with increasing angle of attack such that at the 
angles of attack for maximum lift the value of CIa is about one-half 
of that measured at 0 . 85CT. • (See fig. 9 . ) The addition of the slat 
-'11laX 
or the leading-edge flap to the outer 35 percent of the span prevents 
the large loss in effectiveness at the higher angles of attack by 
eliminating the flow separation in the region of the tips (reference 1). 
A further improvement in the aileron effectiveness at the higher angles 
of attack is obtained with the full - span leading- edge flap installed 
where there is no loss in effectiveness for angles of attack up to maxi-
mum lift (a = 19.40 ) . In addition, this configuration is the only one 
for which the aileron effectiveness is maintained past stall. The 
addition of split flaps to the latter configuration results in only a 
small loss in effectiveness at maximum lift (a = 17 . 70 ). The addition 
of the split flaps to the wing with the slat or leading-edge flap in the 
outer 35 percent of the span, however, results in a rapid loss in 
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effectiveness at the higher angles of attack which is attr ibuted to an 
increase in the severity of the flow breakdown obser ved at the inboard 
end of the slat or flap (reference 1) . There is no appreciable 
difference in the aileron effectiveness throughout the angle - of- attack 
range of the wing with either the slat or 0.35b/2 leading- edge flap 
installed. 
Using the methods of refer ence 5, calculations of the ailer on-
effectiveness parameter CIa (at a = 00 ) were made for sever al conven-
tional sweptback wings which had the same a spect rat i o and taper ratio 
as the subject wing but differed in the amount of leading- edge sweepback . 
The results of these calculations indicate that the value of CIa cal-
culated for a wing with 100 leading- edge sweepback was about the same as 
that measured for the subject wing . 
Rolling- and yawing-moment characteristics .- The rOlling-moment 
coefficient obtained with a total a ileron deflection of 480 in the low 
angle - of- attack range (below a = 10°) is about 0 . 040 for a l l configura-
tions investigated . (See fig . 10 (a) . ) For the higher angles of attack 
the split flaps cause a large decrease in CI , except for the full - span 
leading- edge - flap configuration. The rolling-moment curves for the full -
span leading- edge - flap configuration are discontinuous between angles of 
attack of about l B. 4° and 200 (fig . 10(a) ) and between ailer on deflections 
of -Bo to _12° (fig. l4(a)) . Inasmuch as the data of reference 1 revealed 
that the full - span leading- edge - flap configuration was susceptible t o 
sudden stalling of either wing tip f or angles of attack near that f or 
maximum lift, the discont inuities are attributed to stalling of the right 
wing tip as indicated by the lift curves of figure 14(b) . The data of 
figures 7(a), B(a), and 10(a) indicate that sufficient aileron control 
(based on a ileron data at zero yaw) is available to trim out the rolling 
moments a ssociated with about 120 of yaw for all configurations except 
for the split - flap configuration at the higher angles of attack where 
aileron control is available up to about BO of yaw . The ailer on in 
most instances is still effective at the maximum deflection tested of 240 
and could pr obably attain a greater deflection and some additional trim 
in yaw. 
Adverse yawing-moment coefficients are obtaine d throughout the 
angle - of- attack range for all configurations tested, the largest values 
of which are obtained f or the wing with leading- edge high- lift devices 
installed . (See fig . 10 (b) . ) 
Rolling effectiveness .- In order to indicate a measure of the r olling 
effectiveness of the aileron investigated, values of the wing- tip helix 
angle pb/2V have been calculated f or two conventional wings of 00 
and 300 sweepback which had the same aspect r atio and taper r atio as the 
---~---~- ----------- - ------------_.-
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subject wing . The range of sweepback is considered sufficient to repre-
sent the characteristics of the plan form under consideration. The 
estimated values of pb/2V were determined in the usual manner from the 
relationship ~~ = ~l • The val ues of C1 were determined from the lp p 
expression 
given as method 1 in reference 6 . The values of (C '\ for an 
\ Ip)CL=O 
aspect ratio of 4.12 and a taper r atio of 0 . 36 obtained from the charts 
of reference 6 were - 0 .3175 for 00 sweepback and - 0 . 3050 for 300 sweep-
back. The values of pb/2V presented have not been corrected for the 
effects of adverse yaw or wing twist, and an ailer on linkage system 
giving a differential of 1 :1 (equal up and down deflections) is assumed. 
The data of figure 11 show that the total a ileron deflection 
required to produce a helix angle of 0 . 09 consider ed necessary for 
satisfactory low-speed contr ol as specified in reference 7 decreases 
from about 290 at an angle of attack of 3.50 to about 220 at an angle 
of attack of 12.80 • The data also show a small effect of sweepback 
for the range of sweepback and angles of attack considered. 
Pitching-moment characteristics .- The curves of pitching-moment 
coefficient against lift coefficient given in figures 12 to 19 show, 
in general, a very small increment in pitching-moment coefficient 
resulting from 240 up and down deflection of the aileron for lift 
coefficients up to 0 . 85Cr. . 
"'lnax 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The results of an investigation of the low-speed lateral stability 
and aileron-effectiveness char acter istics of a wing with the leading-
edge sweepback decreasing from 450 a t the r oot to 200 at the tip are 
summarized as follows : 
1. Positive dihedral effect is measured up to stall for all con-
figurations investigated . The maximum value of CI~ is increased f r om 
0.0014 for the basic wing to 0 . 0033 for the wing with split flaps 
deflected 600 • The addit ion of the full - span leading-edge flap to t he 
latter configuration gives a value of 0 . 0026 . 
- -- - --- -----------------~ 
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2 . All the configurations investigated are directionally stable 
throughout the lift-coefficient r ange . 
3 . The value of the aileron-effectiveness parameter for all con-
figurations investigated is about 0 . 0010 at 0 . 85C
Lmax
' For angles 
of attack near maximum lift the addition of split flaps causes an 
appreciable reduction in the aileron effectiveness for all the config-
urations except for that with the full - span lea ding- edge flap installed. 
The full-span lea ding- edge - flap configurations maintain the highest 
values of CI5 at the higher angles of attack. 
4. For the maximum deflection of 480 sufficient aileron control is 
available for lateral t rim up to 120 yaw except for the split-flap 
configuration which can trim to 80 yaw. 
5. The lateral-stability and aileron-effectiveness results obtained 
for the subject wing a re comparable with those obtained for essentially 
unswept wings . 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Air Force Base, Va. 
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Figure 1.- The stability system of axes and sign convention for the 
standard NACA coefficients. All forces, force coefficients, moment 
coefficients, angles, and the control-surface deflection are shown 
as positive. 
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Figure 3.- Arrangement of high-lift devices investigated. 
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(a) Basic wing. 
Figure 4.- Photographs of wing mounted in the Langley full-scale tunnel. 
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Figure 5.- Geometric characteri stics of the plain unsealed aileron. 
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